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An advanced strategy for the optimal design and realization of a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum-cascade
laser is presented. It relies on recently established inverse scattering techniques to design an optimal
smooth active region profile, followed by a conversion to an almost equivalent digitally graded
structure, comprising just two different alloy compositions. In order to compare the output
characteristics of optimized and previously realized structures, the intersubband electron scattering
transport in quantum cascade lasers is analyzed. A full self-consistent rate equation model which
includes all relevant electron-longitudinal optical phonon and electron–electron scattering
mechanisms between injector/collector, active region, and continuumlike states is employed. Whilst
the gain coefficients and threshold currents calculated at 77 and 300 K for the structure with a
standard triple quantum well active region show excellent agreement with recent experiments, a
significant improvement of these parameters is predicted for the optimized digitally graded
quantum-cascade laser. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1508166兴

Following the first realization of intersubband transitions
quantum-cascade lasers 共QCLs兲1 significant progress has
been made in the InGaAs/AlGaAs system.2,3 More recently
GaAs/AlGaAs QCLs have also been demonstrated4 and considerable research effort5–9 has resulted in the roomtemperature pulsed-mode operation of a GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As
QCL with triple quantum well 共TQW兲10 and superlattice11
active region. The GaAs/AlGaAs system may also play a
crucial role in lasing in the far-infrared range.12–18
Generally, the main task in the design of a QCL is to
maximize the gain, by designing a suitable potential profile
with the desired energy spectrum and wave functions, which
determine the transition dipole moment共s兲 and transition
rates, and eventually the gain. The charge transport in QCLs
is mainly due to incoherent-scattering mechanisms,19 and all
principal scattering mechanisms, i.e., electron-longitudinal
optical 共LO兲 phonon and electron–electron, have to be
included.20,21 Because of the QCL complexity, the task of
optimizing the whole structure in a single step is too involved. Instead, one can optimize the active region separately and, in the next step, add a properly designed injector/
collector.
In contrast to the ‘‘anticrossed-diagonal’’ scheme of the
TQW QCL active region,4 –9 in this letter, we propose an
advanced strategy for the QCL optimal design and realizaa兲
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tion. It relies on recently established techniques for generating an optimal smooth quantum well profile by inverse spectral theory.22,23 In the three-level QCL model with assumed
unity-injection efficiency,24 we define the figure of merit:
2
, which depends directly on the active
⌶⫽(1⫺  64 /  96)  9 z 96
region profile, and is proportional to the modal gain. In our
full 15-level model, the subscripts 9, 6, and 4 denote the
upper, lower, and ground laser levels in the active region,
respectively 共Fig. 1兲, z 96 is the optical dipole matrix element,
 i j are the scattering times, and  9 the upper laser level lifetime. The maximization of gain, i.e., of the factor ⌶, may be
accomplished by varying the profile of the active region in
an isospectral manner,22,23 which affects only the wave functions and not the state spacing. The procedure starts with an
arbitrary initial potential and generates a family of potentials,
which all have the required state spacings, their shape being
controlled by a few parameters. In this case, we chose
⌬E 96⫽132 meV (⬇9.3  m), ⌬E 64⫽36 meV 共the LO
phonon energy兲, and assumed a ‘‘typical’’ value of the electric field in a mid-infrared QCL of F⫽48 kV/cm, i.e., the
corresponding linear potential is subtracted from the full potential in order to obtain the part to be realized by composition grading. The optimal active region profile with z 96
⫽2.9 nm and ⌶⫽690 ps Å 2 is shown in the inset of Fig. 1.
A route toward an approximate realization of the optimal
smooth potential is via digital grading 共DG兲, using just two
different alloy compositions to facilitate growth. The two
compositions may be GaAs and Alx b Ga1⫺x b As, where x b is
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of quasibound energy levels and associated
wave functions squared for 1 1/2 periods of DG GaAs/Al0.44Ga0.56As QCL:
injector 共8, 10, 11, 13, and 15兲, active region 共4, 6, and 9兲, collector 共1, 2, 3,
5, and 7兲 and weakly localized-continuumlike 共12 and 14兲 levels. The layer
sequence of one period of structure, in nanometers, from the left- to the
right-hand side starting from the injection barrier is 4.6, 0.28, 0.84, 0.28,
0.84, 0.28, 0.84, 0.28, 0.84, 0.56, 0.56, 0.56, 0.56, 0.84, 0.28, 3.08, 0.28,
0.56, 0.56, 0.84, 0.28, 1.96, 0.28, 0.56, 0.56, 0.28, 0.84, 0.28, 0.84, 0.28,
0.84, 2.88, 1.7, 2.2, 1.8, 2.0, 2.0, 2.2, 2.6, and 2.2. The normal script
denotes the wells, bold script; the barriers, and underscore; the doped regions, with a nominal donor sheet density N s ⫽3.9⫻1011 cm⫺2 . The inset
shows the structure of the DG active region, together with the optimal
smooth potential and cell-averaged potential used in the DG design.

the Al mole fraction in the barriers of the smooth structure.
DG has already been used for approximate realization of
nonrectangular quantum wells 共QWs兲.25–27 To find the DG
structure that best approximates an optimized smooth one,
the latter is first divided into segments 共‘‘cells’’兲 of width
L cell , with an integer multiple of crystalline monolayers
(1 ml⬇2.83 Å). Depending on the average potential Ū(i) in
ith cell, it is substituted by a well/barrier pair, their widths
L w (i) and L b (i) being calculated as L b (i)/L 0
⫽N int关 Ū(i)L cell /U b L 0 兴 , and L w (i)⫽L cell⫺L b (i), where U b
is the potential of the barrier 共the well is taken to be GaAs, so
the potential U w ⫽0 therein兲, L 0 ⫽2.83 Å, and N int关 ... 兴 denotes the nearest integer value. The method in fact rounds
the ‘‘local’’ potential to the nearest among the total of L cell
equispaced values, spanning the range between U w ⫽0 and
U b . Therefore, a small L cell may imply a larger rounding
error for a finely sampled potential, while large L cell gives
good reproduction of a coarsely sampled potential. In the
design of the DG active region, we made a systematic search,
with L cell ranging from 2 to 12 ml. The best results were
obtained with L cell⫽4 ml and x b ⫽0.44, and the structure is
described in the caption of Fig. 1. Values of z 96⫽2.8 nm and
⌶⫽640 ps Å 2 in a DG structure are quite near those in the
optimal smooth one.28
In the next step, we designed a five QW injector/
collector region, starting from the existing injector design10
and modifying its parameters to match the new active region.
An important issue is also a proper choice of the injection
barrier7 which couples the active and injector parts. Its
choice is subject to the usual compromise between upper
laser level confinement 共i.e., large z 96), small leakage into
continuum, and sufficient overlap with injector states, hence,
rapid carrier transfer. In this process, we were guided by
physical intuition relying on very careful inspection of wave
functions and their overlap, because a formal optimization of
electron–electron scattering based carrier relaxation and the
Bragg confinement properties would be too involved. The

FIG. 2. 共a兲 Electric field vs current density characteristics at T⫽77 K and
T⫽300 K in DG QCL 共solid lines兲 and TQW QCL 共see Ref. 10兲 共dashed
lines兲. 共b兲 Calculated modal gain vs current density dependence at cryogenic
and room temperatures for DG QCL 共solid lines兲 and TQW QCL 共see Ref.
10兲 共dashed lines兲. The symbols are the calculated results and the lines
represent the least square fits used to derive the values of g. The horizontal
dashed line denotes the total losses ( ␣ M ⫹ ␣ W ⬇30 cm⫺1 ).

layer sequence of the injector/collector is explained in the
caption of Fig. 1.
In order to extract the output characteristic of the DG
QCL beyond the three-level approximation and compare it
with the recently realized GaAs/Al0.45Ga0.55As TQW QCL,10
we performed a full self-consistent rate equation
modeling16,29 of the electron scattering transport within the
15-level model of the QCL.30 From the self-consistent solution, the population inversion ⌬n i ⫽n 9 ⫺n 6 in the steady
state was obtained, and the modal gain was calculated from24
2
z 96
4e2
GM⫽
⌫ 共 n 9 ⫺n 6 兲 ⬅g⌫J,
 0 nគ 2 ␥ 96L p 

共1兲

where  is the laser emission wavelength, 2 ␥ 96 is the experimental linewidth, nគ is the mode refractive index,  0 is the
vacuum dielectric permittivity, L p is the length of one period
(injector⫹active region), and ⌫ is the modal overlap factor.
To extract the gain coefficient, one has to change the electric
field 共i.e. the applied voltage兲 and calculate the modal gain
and total current density. The gain coefficient g 关Eq. 共1兲兴 is
then obtained from linear interpolation of G M (J). The
threshold current density J th is found from G M ⫽g⌫J th
⫽ ␣ M ⫹ ␣ W , where ␣ M and ␣ W are the mirror and waveguide losses, respectively.
The calculated electric field–current density characteristics at 77 and 300 K for the DG QCL and TQW QCL10 are
similar, Fig. 2共a兲. A slower rise in the field at lower current
densities in the DG QCL is due to a slightly larger injection
barrier 共effective兲 width therein, which is expected to decrease the F(J) slope.7 At 77 K in both structures, around
85% carriers in the injector populate its ground level 8, the
rest being distributed over the upper levels 共10, 11, 13, and
15兲. Current saturation and negative differential resistivity
occur well above the threshold, when the field is high enough
to misalign the ground injector and the upper laser states. At
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room temperature, up to 50% of the carriers are found to
populate the upper injector levels, hence, the smoother J – F
curve. The calculations for the TQW QCL are, thus, in good
overall qualitative and quantitative agreement with
experiment.10
Figure 2共b兲 shows the modal gain versus current density
dependence for both QCLs at 77 and 300 K, calculated with
⫽9.3  m, nគ ⫽3.28, L p ⫽45.3(45.0) nm, 2 ␥ 96⫽12 meV
共at T⫽77 K), 2 ␥ 96⫽22 meV 共at T⫽300 K).10 Following
Eq. 共1兲, we can derive the gain coefficient g by dividing the
slope of the linear fit by the overlap factor ⌫⫽0.42. 4,8 For
the TQW QCL, we obtain g⬇11 cm/kA at T⫽77 K and g
⬇5 cm/kA at T⫽300 K. From the intersection points of the
experimental24 total loss line ␣ M ⫹ ␣ W ⬇30 cm⫺1 and the
G M (J) lines, for TQW QCL, we obtain the threshold current
J th⬇6 kA/cm2 at T⫽77 K and J th⬇17 kA/cm2 at T
⫽300 K. Both g and J th for the TQW QCL are in very good
agreement with experiment (g⫽8.7 cm/kA and J th
⫽4 – 7 kA/cm2 at T⫽77 K, and J th⫽16– 18 kA/cm2 at T
⫽300 K). 4,8,10 The digitally optimized design shows a substantial improvement over the TQW QCL. The modal gain in
the DG QCL is larger than that in TQW QCL for a range of
current densities, with g⬇21 cm/kA at T⫽77 K and g
⬇6.5 cm/kA at T⫽300 K. This leads to a significant reduction in threshold current, to J th⬇3 kA/cm2 at T⫽77 K, and
J th⬇12 kA/cm2 at T⫽300 K. One may notice that the relative improvement in gain and reduction in threshold current
provided by DG QCL at 300 K is not as large as at 77 K.
This is because the somewhat wider active region DG QCL
has slightly lower continuumlike states 共12 and 14兲 and the
lower laser level wave function 共level 6兲 is shifted slightly
downstream, as compared to the TQW QCL. Together with
the fact that at higher temperatures the electrons populate
higher injector/collector levels, causing larger leakage from
the injector to the continuum and a larger backfilling from
the collector to the active region, all these reduce the population inversion in the DG QCL. Yet, these effects are not
excessive, and DG QCL retains the overall advantage over
TQW QCL even at 300 K.
Finally, we briefly discuss some practical points in DG
QCL realization. While the demand for very thin layers does
not itself seem to be a problem for present technology, there
may be some concern about the effects of layer width fluctuations and interface roughness. These cannot be simply
quantified. Since the layers in the DG section are not confinement layers, but rather act via the average composition,
with wave functions evenly penetrating the well and barrier
slices, the width fluctuations should average out, with no
significant effect on the wave function shapes. There is experimental evidence31 that despite the increased number of
interfaces the exitonic lines in such DG structures are not
much broader than in simple rectangular QWs, so one may
expect limited broadening of intersubband lines as well.
In summary, the procedure was described for design, realization, and numerical modeling of the carrier dynamics in
gain optimized QCLs. Significant improvement of midinfrared QCL output characteristics is predicted. The DG optimal
design principles may also be applied to terahertz QCLs,
which are in the focus of current research.
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